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Antiplane Shears
In this paper, we derive the null-field integral equation for an infinite medium containing
circular holes and/or inclusions with arbitrary radii and positions under the remote
antiplane shear. To fully capture the circular geometries, separable expressions of fun-
damental solutions in the polar coordinate for field and source points and Fourier series
for boundary densities are adopted to ensure the exponential convergence. By moving the
null-field point to the boundary, singular and hypersingular integrals are transformed to
series sums after introducing the concept of degenerate kernels. Not only the singularity
but also the sense of principle values are novelly avoided. For the calculation of bound-
ary stress, the Hadamard principal value for hypersingularity is not required and can be
easily calculated by using series sums. Besides, the boundary-layer effect is eliminated
owing to the introduction of degenerate kernels. The solution is formulated in a manner
of semi-analytical form since error purely attributes to the truncation of Fourier series.
The method is basically a numerical method, and because of its semi-analytical nature, it
possesses certain advantages over the conventional boundary element method. The exact
solution for a single inclusion is derived using the present formulation and matches well
with the Honein et al.’s solution by using the complex-variable formulation (Honein, E.,
Honein, T., and Hermann, G., 1992, Appl. Math., 50, pp. 479–499). Several problems of
two holes, two inclusions, one cavity surrounded by two inclusions and three inclusions
are revisited to demonstrate the validity of our method. The convergence test and
boundary-layer effect are also addressed. The proposed formulation can be generalized
to multiple circular inclusions and cavities in a straightforward way without any
difficulty. �DOI: 10.1115/1.2338056�
Introduction
The distribution of stress in an infinite medium containing cir-

ular holes and/or inclusions under the antiplane shear has been
tudied by many investigators. However, analytical solutions are
ather limited except for simple cases. To the authors’ best knowl-
dge, an exact solution of a single inclusion was derived by
onein et al. �1� using the complex potential. Besides, analytical

olutions for two identical holes and inclusions were obtained by
tief �2� and by Budiansky and Carrier �3�, respectively. Zimmer-
an �4� employed the Schwartz alternative method for plane

roblems with two holes or inclusions to obtain a closed-form
pproximate solution. In addition, Sendeckyj �5� proposed an it-
rative scheme for solving problems of multiple inclusions. How-
ver, the approach is rather complicated and explicit solutions
ere not provided. Numerical solutions for problems with two
nequal holes and/or inclusions were provided by Honein et al.
1� using the Möbius transformations involving the complex po-
ential. Not only antiplane shears but also screw dislocations were
onsidered. Numerical results were presented by Goree and
ilson �6� for an infinite medium containing two inclusions under

he remote shear. Bird and Steele �7� used a Fourier series proce-
ure to revisit the antiplane elasticity problems of Honein et al.’s
aper �1�. To approximate the Honein et al.’s infinite problem, an
quivalent bounded-domain approach with the stress applied on
he outer boundary was utilized. A shear stress �zr on the outer
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boundary is used in place of a stress �zy at infinity to approach the
Honein et al.’s results as the radius becomes large. Wu �8� solved
the analytical solution for two inclusions under the remote shear
in two directions by using the conformal mapping and the theorem
of analytic continuation. Based on the technique of analytical con-
tinuity and the method of successive approximation, Chao and
Young �9� studied the stress concentration on a hole surrounded
by two inclusions. For a triangle pattern of three inclusions, Gong
�10� employed the complex potential and Laurent series expansion
to calculate the stress concentration. Complex variable boundary
element method was utilized to deal with the problem of two
circular holes by Chou �11� and Ang and Kang �12�, indepen-
dently. To provide a general solution to the antiplane interaction
among multiple circular inclusions with arbitrary radii, shear
moduli, and location is not trivial. Mathematically speaking, only
circular boundaries in an infinite domain are concerned here.
Mogilevskaya and Crouch �13� have also employed Fourier series
expansion technique and used the Galerkin method instead of col-
location technique to solve the problem of circular inclusions in
2D elasticity. The advantage of their method is that one can tackle
a lot of inclusions even inclusions touching one another. However,
they did not expand a fundamental solution into a degenerate ker-
nel in the polar coordinate. Degenerate kernels play an important
role not only for mathematical analysis �14� but also for numerical
implementation. For example, the spurious eigenvalue �15�, ficti-
tious frequency �16�, and degenerate scale �17� have been math-
ematically and numerically studied by using degenerate kernels
for problems with circular boundaries. One gain is that exponen-
tial convergence instead of algebraic convergence in the boundary
element method �BEM� can be achieved using the Fourier expan-
sion �14�. Chen et al. �18� have successfully solved the antiplane
problem with circular holes using the null-field integral equation

in conjunction with the degenerate kernel and Fourier series. The
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xtension to biharmonic problems was also implemented �19�.
his paper extends the idea to solve problems with circular inclu-
ions.

By introducing a multi-domain approach, an inclusion problem
an be decomposed into two parts. One is the infinite medium
ith circular holes and the other is the problem with each circular

nclusion. After considering the continuity and equilibrium condi-
ions on the interface between the matrix and inclusion, a linear
lgebraic system is obtained and the unknown Fourier coefficients
n the algebraic system can be determined. Then, the field poten-
ial and stress are easily obtained. Furthermore, an arbitrary num-
er of circular inclusions can be treated by using the present
ethod without any difficulty. One must take care the vector de-

omposition in using the adaptive observer system for the noncon-
ocal case. Also, the boundary stress is easily determined by using
eries sums instead of employing the sense of Hadamard principal
alue. A general purpose program for arbitrary number of circular
nclusions with various radii and arbitrary positions was devel-
ped. The infinite medium with multiple circular holes �18� can be
olved as a limiting case of zero shear modulus of inclusions by
sing the developed program. Several examples solved previously
y other researchers �1–3,6,8–10� were revisited to see the accu-
acy and efficiency of the present formulation. In addition, the test
f convergence is done and the boundary-layer effect for the cal-
ulation of stresses is also addressed.

Problem Statement
The displacement field of the antiplane deformation is defined

s

u = v = 0, w = w�x,y� , �1�

here w is the only nonvanishing component of displacement
ith respect to the Cartesian coordinate which is a function of x

nd y. For a linear elastic body, the stress components are

�zx = �
�w

�x
, �2�

�zy = �
�w

�y
, �3�

here � is the shear modulus. The equilibrium equation can be
implified to

��zx

�x
+

��zy

�y
= 0. �4�

hus, we have

�2w

�x2 +
�2w

�y2 = �2w = 0. �5�

quation �5� indicates that the governing equation of this problem
s the Laplace equation. We consider an infinite medium subject to

circular inclusions bounded by the Bk contour �k=1,2 , . . . ,N�
or either matrix or inclusions under the antiplane shear �zx

� and

zy
� at infinity or equivalently under the displacement w�

�zx
� x /�+�zy

� y /� as shown in Fig. 1�a�. By taking the free body
long the interface between the matrix and inclusions, the problem
an be decomposed into two systems. One is an infinite medium
ith N circular holes under the remote shear and the other is N

ircular inclusions bounded by the Bk contour which satisfies the
aplace equation as shown in Figs. 1�b� and 1�c�, respectively.
rom the numerical point of view, this is the so-called multi-
omain approach. For the problem in Fig. 1�b�, it can be super-
mposed by two parts. One is an infinite medium under the remote
hear and the other is an infinite medium with N circular holes
hich satisfies the Laplace equation as shown in Figs. 1�d� and
�e�, respectively. This part was solved efficiently by Chen et al.

18� and the null-field equation approach is adapted here again.
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Therefore, one exterior problem for the matrix is shown in Fig.
1�e� and several interior problems for nonoverlapping inclusions
are shown in Fig. 1�c�. According to the null-field integral formu-
lation in Ref. �18�, the two problems in Figs. 1�e� and 1�c� can be
solved in a unified manner since they both satisfy the Laplace
equation.

3 A Unified Formulation for Exterior and Interior
Problems

3.1 Dual Boundary Integral Equations and Dual Null-
Field Integral Equations. The boundary integral equation for the
domain point can be derived from the third Green’s identity �20�,
we have

2�w�x� =�
B

T�s,x�w�s�dB�s� −�
B

U�s,x�t�s�dB�s�, x � D ,

�6�

2�
�w�x�
�nx

=�
B

M�s,x�w�s�dB�s� −�
B

L�s,x�t�s�dB�s�, x � D ,

�7�

where t�s�=�w�s� /�ns, s and x are the source and field points,
respectively, B is the boundary, D is the domain of interest, ns and
nx denote the outward normal vector at the source point s and field
point x, respectively, and the kernel function U�s ,x�=ln r, �r
��x−s��, is the fundamental solution which satisfies

�2U�s,x� = 2���x − s� , �8�

in which ��x−s� denotes the Dirac-delta function. The other ker-
nel functions, T�s ,x�, L�s ,x�, and M�s ,x�, are defined by

T�s,x� �
�U�s,x�

�ns
, L�s,x� �

�U�s,x�
�nx

, M�s,x� �
�2U�s,x�
�ns�nx

.

�9�

By collocating x outside the domain �x�Dc�, we obtain the dual
null-field integral equations as shown below

0 =�
B

T�s,x�w�s�dB�s� −�
B

U�s,x�t�s�dB�s�, x � Dc,

�10�

0 =�
B

M�s,x�w�s�dB�s� −�
B

L�s,x�t�s�dB�s�, x � Dc,

�11�

where Dc is the complementary domain. Based on the separable
property, the kernel function U�s ,x� is expanded into the degen-
erate form by separating the source point and field point in the
polar coordinate �21�

U�s,x�

=�Ui�R,�;�,�� = ln R − 	
m=1

�
1

m

 �

R
�m

cos m�� − �� , R 	 �

Ue�R,�;�,�� = ln � − 	
m=1

�
1

m

R

�
�m

cos m�� − �� , � 
 R� ,

�12�

where the superscripts “i” and “e” denote the interior �R
�� and
exterior ��
R� cases, respectively. The origin of the observer
system for the degenerate kernel is �0,0�. Figure 2 shows the

graph of separate expressions of fundamental solutions where
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ource point s located at R=10.0 and �=� /3. By setting the ori-
in at o for the observer system, a circle with radius R from the
rigin o to the source point s is plotted. If the field point x is
ituated inside the circular region, the degenerate kernel belongs
o the interior expression of Ui; otherwise, it is the exterior case.
fter taking the normal derivative � /�R with respect to Eq. �12�,

he T�s ,x� kernel yields

�s,x�

=�Ti�R,�;�,�� =
1

R
+ 	

m=1

� 
 �m

Rm+1�cos m�� − �� , R 
 �

Te�R,�;�,�� = − 	
m=1

� 
Rm−1

�m �cos m�� − �� , � 
 R� ,

�13�

nd the higher-order kernel functions, L�s ,x� and M�s ,x�, are

Fig. 1 „a… Infinite antiplane problem
the remote shear, „b… infinite medium
shear, „c… interior Laplace problems
under the remote shear, and „e… exteri
with arbitrary circular inclusions under
with circular holes under the remote

for each inclusion, „d… infinite medium
or Laplace problems for the matrix
hown below

ournal of Applied Mechanics

ded 31 May 2007 to 140.121.81.200. Redistribution subject to ASM
Fig. 2 Graph of the degenerate kernel for the fundamental so-

lution, s= „10,� /3…
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�s,x� =�Li�R,�;�,�� = − 	
m=1

� 
�m−1

Rm �cos m�� − �� , R 
 �

Le�R,�;�,�� =
1

�
+ 	

m=1

� 
 Rm

�m+1�cos m�� − �� , � 
 R� ,

�14�

M�s,x� =�Mi�R,�;�,�� = 	
m=1

� 
m�m−1

Rm+1 �cos m�� − �� , R 	 �

Me�R,�;�,�� = 	
m=1

� 
mRm−1

�m+1 �cos m�� − �� , � 
 R� .

�15�

ince the potentials resulted from T�s ,x� and L�s ,x� kernels are
iscontinuous across the boundary, the potentials of T�s ,x� and
�s ,x� for R→�+ and R→�− are different. This is the reason why
=� is not included for degenerate kernels of T�s ,x� and L�s ,x�

n Eqs. �13� and �14�. For problems with circular boundaries, we
pply the Fourier series expansions to approximate the potential w
nd its normal derivative t on the boundary as

w�sk� = a0
k + 	

n=1

L

�an
k cos n�k + bn

k sin n�k� ,

sk � Bk, k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N , �16�

t�sk� = p0
k + 	

n=1

L

�pn
k cos n�k + qn

k sin n�k� ,

sk � Bk, k = 0,1,2, . . . ,N , �17�

here t�sk�=�w�sk� /�ns, an
k, bn

k, pn
k and qn

k �n=0,1 ,2 , . . .L� are the
ourier coefficients and �k is the polar angle. In the real compu-

ation, only 2L+1 finite terms are considered where L indicates
he truncated terms of Fourier series.

3.2 Adaptive Observer System [18,19]. By using the collo-
ation method, the null-field integral equation becomes a set of
lgebraic equations for the Fourier coefficients. To ensure the sta-
ility of the algebraic equations, one has to choose collocating
oints throughout all the circular boundaries of the inclusions.
ince the boundary integral equation is derived from the recipro-
al theorem of energy concept. Therefore, the boundary integral
quation is frame indifferent due to the objectivity rule. This is the
eason why the observer system is adaptively to locate the origin
t the center of circle in the boundary integration. The adaptive
bserver system is chosen to fully employ the property of degen-
rate kernels. Figures 3�a� and 3�b� show the boundary integration
or the circular boundary in the adaptive observer system. It is
orth noting that the origin of the observer system is located on

he center of the corresponding circle under integration to entirely
tilize the geometry of circular boundary for the expansion of
egenerate kernels and boundary densities. The dummy variable
n the circular integration is the angle ��� instead of the radial
oordinate �R�.

3.3 Linear Algebraic System. By moving the null-field point
m to the kth circular boundary in the limit sense for Eq. �10� in

ig. 3�a�, we have

72 / Vol. 74, MAY 2007
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0 = 	
k=0

N �
Bk

T�Rk,�k;�m,�m�w�Rk,�k�Rkd�k

− 	
k=0

N �
Bk

U�Rk,�k;�m,�m�t�Rk,�k�Rkd�k,

x��m,�m� � Dc, �18�

where N is the number of circular inclusions and B0 denotes the
outer boundary for the bounded domain. In case of the infinite
problem, B0 becomes B�. Note that the kernels U�s ,x� and T�s ,x�
are assumed in the degenerate form given by Eqs. �12� and �13�,
respectively, while the boundary densities w and t are expressed in
terms of the Fourier series expansion forms given by Eqs. �16�
and �17�, respectively. Then, the integrals multiplied by separate
expansion coefficients in Eq. �18� are nonsingular and the limit of
the null-field point to the boundary is easily implemented by using
appropriate forms of degenerate kernels. Through such an idea, all
the singular and hypersingular integrals are well captured. Thus,
the collocation point x��m ,�m� in the discretized Eq. �18� can be
considered on the boundary Bk, as well as the null-field point.
Along each circular boundary, 2L+1 collocation points are re-
quired to match 2L+1 terms of Fourier series for constructing a
square influence matrix with the dimension of 2L+1 by 2L+1. In
contrast to the standard discretized boundary integral equation for-
mulation with nodal unknowns of the physical boundary densities
w and t. Now the degrees of freedom are transformed to Fourier
coefficients employed in expansion of boundary densities. It is
found that the compatible relationship of the boundary unknowns
is equivalent by moving either the null-field point or the domain
point to the boundary in different directions using various degen-
erate kernels as shown in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. In the Bk integration,
we set the origin of the observer system to collocate at the center
ck to fully utilize the degenerate kernels and Fourier series. By
collocating the null-field point on the boundary, the linear alge-
braic system is obtained.

For the exterior problem of matrix, we have

�UM�tM − t�� = �TM�wM − w�� . �19�
For the interior problem of each inclusion, we have

�UI�tI� = �TI�wI� , �20�

where the superscripts “M” and “I” denote the matrix and inclu-
sion, respectively. �UM�, �TM�, �UI�, and �TI� are the influence
matrices with a dimension of �N+1��2L+1� by �N+1��2L+1�,
wM�, tM�, w��, t��, wI�, and tI� denote the column vectors of
Fourier coefficients with a dimension of �N+1��2L+1� by 1 in
which those are defined as follows:

�UM� = �
U00

M U01
M

¯ U0N
M

U10
M U11

M
¯ U1N

M

] ] � ]

UN0
M UN1

M
¯ UNN

M
� ,

�TM� = �
T00

M T01
M

¯ T0N
M

T10
M T11

M
¯ T1N

M

] ] � ]

TM TM
¯ TM

� , �21�
N0 N1 NN
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�UI� = �
U00

I U01
I

¯ U0N
I

U10
I U11

I
¯ U1N

I

] ] � ]

UN0
I UN1

I
¯ UNN

I
�, �TI� = �

T00
I T01

I
¯ T0N

I

T10
I T11

I
¯ T1N

I

] ] � ]

TN0
I TN1

I
¯ TNN

I
� ,

�22�

wM� =�
w0

M

w1
M

w2
M

]

wN
M
�, tM� =�

t0
M

t1
M

t2
M

]

tN
M
� , �23�

w�� =�
w0

�

w1
�

w2
�

]

w�

�, t�� =�
t0

�

t1
�

t2
�

]

t�

� , �24�
N N

n = 1,2, . . . ,L, m = 1,2, . . . ,2L + 1, �29�

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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wI� =�
w0

I

w1
I

w2
I

]

wN
I
�, tI� =�

t0
I

t1
I

t2
I

]

tN
I
� , �25�

where wM�, tM�, w��, t��, wI�, and tI� are the vectors of
Fourier coefficients and the first subscript “j” �j=0,1 ,2 ,¯, N� in
�U jk

M�, �T jk
M�, �U jk

I �, and �T jk
I � denotes the index of the jth circle

where the collocation point is located and the second subscript “k”
�k=0,1 ,2 , . . ., N� denotes the index of the kth circle when inte-
grating on each boundary data wk

M −wk
��, tk

M − tk
��, wk

I�, and tk
I�,

N is the number of circular inclusions in the domain and the
number L indicates the truncated terms of Fourier series. It is
noted that w�� and t�� in Fig. 1�d� are the displacement and
traction due to the remote shear. The coefficient matrix of the
linear algebraic system is partitioned into blocks, and each off-
diagonal block corresponds to the influence matrices between two
different circular boundaries. The diagonal blocks are the influ-
ence matrices due to itself in each individual circle. After uni-
formly collocating the point along the kth circular boundary, the

submatrix can be written as
�U jk
M� = �

Ujk
0c��1� Ujk

1c��1� Ujk
1s��1� ¯ Ujk

Lc��1� Ujk
Ls��1�

Ujk
0c��2� Ujk

1c��2� Ujk
1s��2� ¯ Ujk

Lc��2� Ujk
Ls��2�

Ujk
0c��3� Ujk

1c��3� Ujk
1s��3� ¯ Ujk

Mc��3� Ujk
Ls��3�

] ] ] � ] ]

Ujk
0c��2L� Ujk

1c��2L� Ujk
1s��2L� ¯ Ujk

Lc��2L� Ujk
Ls��2L�

Ujk
0c��2L+1� Ujk

1c��2L+1� Ujk
1s��2L+1� ¯ Ujk

Lc��2L+1� Ujk
Ls��2L+1�

� , �26�

�T jk
M� = �

Tjk
0c��1� Tjk

1c��1� Tjk
1s��1� ¯ Tjk

Lc��1� Tjk
Ls��1�

Tjk
0c��2� Tjk

1c��2� Tjk
1s��2� ¯ Tjk

Lc��2� Tjk
Ls��2�

Tjk
0c��3� Tjk

1c��3� Tjk
1s��3� ¯ Tjk

Lc��3� Tjk
Ls��3�

] ] ] � ] ]

Tjk
0c��2L� Tjk

1c��2L� Tjk
1s��2L� ¯ Tjk

Lc��2L� Tjk
Ls��2L�

Tjk
0c��2L+1� Tjk

1c��2L+1� Tjk
1s��2L+1� ¯ Tjk

Lc��2L+1� Tjk
Ls��2L+1�

� , �27�
here �m, m=1,2 , . . ., 2L+1, is the angle of collocation point
long the circular boundary. Although both the matrices in Eqs.
26� and �27� are not sparse, it is found that the higher order
armonics are considered, the lower influence coefficients are ob-
ained in numerical experiments. It is noted that the superscript “
s” in Eqs. �26� and �27� disappears since sin n�=0 �n=0�. The
lement of �U jk

M� and �T jk
M� are defined, respectively, as

Ujk
nc��m� =�

Bk

U�sk,xm�cos�n�k�Rkd�k, n = 0,1,2, . . . ,L ,

m = 1,2, . . . ,2L + 1, �28�

Ujk
ns��m� =�

Bk

U�sk,xm�sin�n�k�Rkd�k,
Tjk
ns��m� =�

Bk

T�sk,xm�cos�n�k�Rkd�k,

n = 0,1,2, . . . ,L, m = 1,2, . . . ,2L + 1, �30�

Tjk
ns��m� =�

Bk

T�sk,xm�sin�n�k�Rkd�k,

n = 1,2, . . . ,L, m = 1,2, . . . ,2L + 1, �31�

where k is no sum, sk= �Rk ,�k�, and �m is the angle of collocation
point xm along the boundary. The submatrix �U jk

I � and �T jk
I � can be

written in a similar way. Equation �18� can be calculated by em-
ploying the orthogonal property of trigonometric function in the
real computation. Only the finite L terms are used in the summa-
tion of Eqs. �16� and �17�. The explicit forms of all the boundary

integrals for U, T, L, and M kernels are listed in the Table 1. Finite
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alues of singular and hypersingular integrals are well captured
fter introducing the degenerate kernel. Besides, the limiting case
cross the boundary �R−→�→R+� is also addressed. The continu-

ig. 3 „a… Sketch of the null-field integral equation for a null-
eld point in conjunction with the adaptive observer system
x−D ,x\Bk… and „b… sketch of the boundary integral equation
or a domain point in conjunction with the adaptive observer
ystem „x«D ,x\Bk…
us and jump behavior across the boundary is well described.

m=1
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Instead of boundary data in the BEM, the Fourier coefficients
become the new unknown degrees of freedom in the formulation.
Two cases may be solved in a unified manner using the null-field
integral formulation:

�1� One bounded problem of the circular domain in Fig. 1�c�
becomes the interior problem for each inclusion.

�2� The other is unbounded, i.e., the outer boundary B0 in Fig.
3�a� is B�. It is the exterior problem for the matrix as
shown in Fig. 1�e�.

The direction of contour integration should be taken care, i.e.,
counterclockwise and clockwise directions are for the interior and
exterior problems, respectively.

3.4 Match of Interface Conditions. According to the conti-
nuity of displacement and equilibrium of traction along the kth
interface, we have the two constraints

wM� = wI� on Bk, �32�

��0�tM� = − ��k�tI� on Bk, �33�

where ��0� and ��k� are defined as follows:

��0� = �
�0 0 ¯ 0

0 �0 ¯ 0

] ] � ]

0 0 ¯ �0

�, ��k� = �
�k 0 ¯ 0

0 �k ¯ 0

] ] � ]

0 0 ¯ �k

� ,

�34�

where �0 and �k denote the shear modulus of the matrix and the
kth inclusion, respectively. By assembling the matrices in Eqs.
�19�, �20�, �32�, and �33�, we have

�
TM − UM 0 0

0 0 TI − UI

I 0 − I 0

0 �0 0 �k

��
wM

tM

wI

tI
� = �

a

0

0

0
� , �35�

where a� is the forcing term due to the remote shear stress and �I�
is the identity matrix. The calculation for the vector a� is elabo-
rated on later in Appendix A. After obtaining the unknown Fourier
coefficients in Eq. �35�, the origin of observer system is set to ck
in the Bk integration as shown in Fig. 3�b� to obtain the field
potential by employing Eq. �6�. The differences between the
present formulation and the conventional BEM are listed in Table
2.

3.5 Vector Decomposition Technique for the Potential
Gradient in the Hypersingular Equation. In order to determine
the stress field, the tangential derivative should be calculated with
care. Also Eq. �7� shows the normal derivative of potential for
domain points. For the nonconcentric cases, special treatment for
the potential gradient should be considered as the source point and
field point locate on different circular boundaries. As shown in
Fig. 4, the normal direction on the boundary �1, 1�� should be
superimposed by those of the radial derivative �3, 3�� and angular
derivative �4, 4�� through the vector decomposition technique.
According to the concept of vector decomposition technique, the
kernel functions of Eqs. �14� and �15� can be modified to
L�s,x� =�Li�R,�;�,�� = − 	
m=1

� 
�m−1

Rm �cos m�� − ��cos�� − �� − 	
m=1

� 
�m−1

Rm �sin m�� − ��cos
�

2
− � + �� , R 
 �

Le�R,�;�,�� =
1

�
+ 	

� 
 Rm

�m+1�cos m�� − ��cos�� − �� − 	
� 
 Rm

�m+1�sin m�� − ��cos
�

2
− � + �� , � 
 R� , �36�
m=1
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M�s,x� =�Mi�R,�;�,�� = 	
m=1

� 
m�m−1

Rm+1 �cos m�� − ��cos�� − �� − 	
m=1

� 
m�m−1

Rm+1 �sin m�� − ��cos
�

2
− � + �� , R 	 �

Me�R,�;�,�� = 	
m=1

� 
mRm−1

�m+1 �cos m�� − ��cos�� − �� − 	
m=1

� 
mRm−1

�m+1 �sin m�� − ��cos
�

2
− � + �� , � 
 R� �37�

Table 1 Influence coefficients for the singularity distribution on the circular boundary
here � and � are shown in Fig. 4. For the special case of confo-
al, the potential gradient is derived free of special treatment since
=�.
ournal of Applied Mechanics
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3.6 Stresses Described in the Polar Coordinate. After ob-
taining all the unknown Fourier coefficients of w and t for the
matrix and inclusions, the stress described in the polar coordinate
MAY 2007, Vol. 74 / 475
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an be determined by

�zr = �zx cos � + �zy sin � , �38�

�z� = − �zx sin � + �zy cos � , �39�

here �zr and �z� are the normal and tangential stresses, respec-
ively. The boundary integral equation for the domain point in-
luding the boundary point instead of the null-field formulation is
mployed to find the stress by employing the appropriate form of
egenerate kernels. The flowchart of the present method is shown

Table 1
n Table 3.

76 / Vol. 74, MAY 2007
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4 Numerical Results and Discussions
First, we derive an exact solution for a single inclusion using

the present formulation in Appendix B. Symbolic software of
MATHEMATICA is employed to solve a 2L+1 by 2L+1 sparse ma-
trix by using the induction concept. Then, seven problems solved
by previous scholars are revisited by using the present method to
show the generality and validity of our formulation. Besides, we
demonstrate the problem of interaction of two cavities in case 1 to
compare the present method with the conventional BEM.

4.1 Case 1: Two Equal-Sized Holes Lie on the x Axis (a
Limiting Case) [2,9]. Figure 5�a� shows the geometry of two

ntinued.…
„Co
equal-sized holes in the infinite medium under the remote shear
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zy
� =�. The stress concentration of the problem is illustrated in
ig. 5�b�. It indicates that the present result agrees well with the
nalytical solution of Steif �2� and those obtained by Chao and
oung �9� even though the two holes approach each other. Figure
�c� shows that only few terms of Fourier series can obtain good
esults. However, more nodes are required by using the conven-
ional BEM to achieve convergence. Our formulation is free of
oundary-layer effect instead of appearance by using the conven-
ional BEM when the stress �z� near the boundary as shown in
ig. 5�d�. Stress concentration factors and errors for various dis-

ances between two holes by using the present method and the
onventional BEM are listed in Table 4. These results show that
he present method is more accurate and effective than those of
he conventional BEM. Under the same error tolerance, the CPU
ime of the present method is fewer than that of the conventional
EM. Besides, it is noted that more terms of Fourier series are

equired to capture the singular behavior when the two holes ap-
roach each other.

4.2 Case 2: Two Identical Inclusions Locating on the x
xis [3]. We consider two identical elastic inclusions of radii r1
r2 and shear moduli �1=�2 embedded in an infinite medium

ubjected to the remote shear �zx
� =� at infinity as shown in Fig.

�a�. Figure 6�b� shows that stress concentrations diminish when
he inclusion spacing increases. We note that the mathematical

odel of rigid-inclusion problem is equivalent to that of uniform
otential flow past two parallel cylinders with no circulation
round either cylinder. The remote shear �zx

� =� is similar to the
elocity V� in the x direction at infinity and the velocity field is
imilar to the stress field �22�.

Table 2 Comparisons of the pre

ig. 4 Vector decomposition for the potential gradient in the

ypersingular equation

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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4.3 Case 3: Two Circular Inclusions Locating on the x Axis
[6]. Two inclusions with radii of r1 and r2 under the remote shear
are considered as shown in Fig. 7�a�. The stress distributions in
the matrix including the radial component �zr and the tangential
component �z� around the circular boundary of radius r1 are plot-
ted in Figs. 7�b� and 7�c� for various inclusion spacings when the
two inclusion radii are equal-sized �r1=r2�. Two limiting cases are
considered for rigid inclusions ��1 /�0=�2 /�0=�� and for cavi-
ties ��1 /�0=�2 /�0=0.0�. It can be found that �z�=0 or �zr=0
for rigid inclusions or cavities as predicted for the single inclusion
or cavity, respectively. Moreover, the nonzero stress components
for these two cases are identical when the stress components at
infinity are interchanged, i.e., the stresses around the circular
boundary �zr in one case equals to �z� for the other case due to
the analogy of mathematical model. It can be seen from Figs. 7�b�
and 7�c� that unbounded stresses apparently occur at �=180 deg
under the condition of �zx

� =� for rigid inclusions or �zy
� =� for

cavities when two inclusions approach closely or even touch each
other. In Figs. 7�d� and 7�e�, the variation of stresses around the
circular boundary of radius r1 is shown versus radius r2 for a fixed
separation of d=0.1r1. More terms of Fourier series are required
to capture the singular behavior when the two inclusions approach
each other as well as the two radii of inclusions are quite different.
The present numerical results match very well with those by
Goree and Wilson �6�.

4.4 Case 4: Two Circular Inclusions Locating on the y Axis
[1]. The infinite medium with two elastic inclusions is under the
uniform remote shear �zy

� =�. The first inclusion centered at the
origin of radius r1 with the shear modulus �1=2�0 /3 and the
other inclusion of radius r2=2r1 centered on y axis at r1+r2+d
�d=0.1r1� with the shear modulus �2=13�0 /7 are shown in Fig.
8�a�. In order to be compared with the Honein et al.’s data ob-
tained by using the Möbius transformations �1�, the stresses along
the boundary of radius r1 is shown in Fig. 8�b�. It satisfies the
equilibrium traction along the interface of circular boundary. The
stress concentration factor reaches maximum at �=0 deg in the
matrix. Figure 8�c� shows that only few terms of Fourier series
can yield acceptable results. Figures 8�d� and 8�e� indicates that
our formulation is free of boundary-layer effect since stresses �zr
and �z� near the boundary can be smoothly predicted, respec-
tively. The key to eliminate the boundary-layer effect is that we
introduce the degenerate kernel to describe the jump function for
interior and exterior regions as shown in Table 1.

4.5 Case 5: Two Inclusions Located on the x Axis Under
the Two-Direction Shear [8]. In Fig. 9�a�, the parameters used in
the calculation are taken as r1=r2, �zx

� =�zy
� =�, �0=0.185, and

t method and conventional BEM
sen
�1=�2=4.344. Figure 9�b� shows stress distributions �zx and �zy
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long the x axis when d=0.1. It can be seen that the stress com-
onent �zx is continuous across the interface between two differ-
nt materials and has a peak value between two inclusions. The
tress component �zy is discontinuous across the interface of two
ifferent materials. Figures 9�c� and 9�d� illustrate stress distribu-
ions of �zx and �zy along the x axis when d=0.4 and d=1.0,
espectively. Both figures indicate that stress components �zx and
zy have similar changing curves to those of Fig. 9�b�. However, it
hould be noted that the maximum value of stress component �zx
rops when the distance d between the two inclusions increases.
igure 9�e� illustrates the normal stress �zr distributions along the
ontour �1.001,�� for various cases of d=0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. It
hows that the shear stress �zr increases as the distance d between
he two inclusions decreases at the point where two inclusions
pproach each other. However, the distance d has a slight effect on
zr when the angle is in the range of 90 deg���320 deg. Figure
�f� illustrates the tangential stress �z� distributions along the con-

Table 3 Flowchart
our �1.001,�� for various distances of d=0.1, 0.5, and 1.0. It

78 / Vol. 74, MAY 2007
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should be noted that the absolute value of tangential stress �z� is
very small in comparison with that of �zr. Figure 9�g� illustrates
the variation of stress components �zx and �zy in the matrix at the
point �1.001,0 deg� versus the distance d between the two inclu-
sions. From the figure, it can be seen that stress components �zx

and �zy have higher values when the two inclusions approach each
other. However, stress components �zx and �zy tend smoothly to
the constant when the two inclusions separate away. Figure 9�h�
shows stress distributions �zx and �zy along the x axis when the
two inclusions touch each other. It can be seen that the shear stress
�zx has a peak value at the touched point. For the increasing value
of x, �zx tends to match the remote shear �. Besides, the stress
component �zy is continuous at the tangent point �x /r1=1.0� and
has a discontinuous jump on the interface between the matrix and
inclusion �x /r1=3.0�. The present results in Figs. 9�b�–9�h� agree
very well with the Wu’s data �8�. Only the stress component �zx at

he present method
of t
the touched point is lower than the Wu’s data as shown in
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ig. 9�h�, since separate Fourier expansions are described for the
ouched inclusions in our formulation.

4.6 Case 6: One Hole Surrounded by Two Circular Inclu-
ions [9]. Figure 10�a� shows that a circular hole centered at the
rigin of radius r1 is surrounded by two circular inclusions
d /r1=1.0� with equal radius r2=r3=2r1 and equal shear modulus

2=�3 under the remote shear �zx
� =�. We solved the distribution

f the tangential stress along the circular hole influenced by the
urrounding inclusions when they are arrayed in parallel ��
0 deg� or perpendicular ��=90 deg� to the direction of uniform

hear as shown in Figs. 10�b� and 10�c�. It is found that, when a
ole and two inclusions are arrayed parallel to the applied load

Fig. 5 „a… Two equal-sized holes „r1=r2… with centers on the
equal-sized holes, „c… convergence test of the problem conta
the matrix near the boundary „d=1.0…
�=0 deg�, the stress concentration factor, reaching maximum at

ournal of Applied Mechanics

ded 31 May 2007 to 140.121.81.200. Redistribution subject to ASM
�=90 deg along a circular hole, increases �or decreases� as the
neighboring hard �or soft� inclusions approach a circular hole as
shown in Figs. 10�b� and 10�d�. On the contrary, when a hole and
two inclusions are perpendicular to the applied load ��=90 deg�,
the stress concentration factor, reaching maximum at �=90 deg,
decreases �or increases� as the neighboring hard �or soft� inclu-
sions approach a circular hole as shown in Figs. 10�c� and 10�e�.
Our numerical results match very well with the Chao and Young’s
results �9�.

4.7 Case 7: Three Identical Inclusions Forming an Equi-
lateral Triangle [10]. Figure 11�a� shows that three identical in-
clusions �r1=r2=r3� subjected to the uniform shear stress �zy

�

xis, „b… stress concentration of the problem containing two
g two equal-sized holes „d=1.0…, and „d… tangential stress in
x a
inin
=� at infinity. The three inclusions form an equilateral triangle
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nd are placed at a distance 4r1 apart. Besides, the distance the
oop stress �z� in the matrix around the boundary of the inclusion
ocated at the origin as shown in Fig. 11�b�. Good agreement is
btained between the Gong’s results �10� and ours. It is obvious
hat the limiting case of circular holes ��1 /�0=�2 /�0=�3 /�0
0.0� leads to the maximum stress concentration at �=0 deg,
hich is larger than 2 of a single hole due to the interaction effect.

t is also interesting to note that the stress component �z� vanishes
n the case of rigid inclusions ��1 /�0=�2 /�0=�3 /�0=��, which
an be explained by a general analogy between solutions for
raction-free holes and those involving rigid inclusions �2�.

Conclusions
A semi-analytical formulation for multiple circular inclusions

ith arbitrary radii, moduli, and locations using degenerate ker-
els and Fourier series in the adaptive observer system was devel-
ped to ensure the exponential convergence. Generally speaking,
nly ten terms of Fourier series �L=10� can obtain the acceptable

Table 4 Stress concentration factors and e
using the present approach and BEM

Fig. 6 „a… Two identical inclusions wi

shear stress of inclusion versus fiber sp

80 / Vol. 74, MAY 2007
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and accurate results. More terms of Fourier series are required to
capture the singular behavior when the two inclusions approach
each other as well as the two radii of inclusions are quite different.
The singularity and hypersingularity were avoided after introduc-
ing the concept of degenerate kernels for interior and exterior
regions. Besides, the boundary-layer effect for the stress calcula-
tion is eliminated since the degenerate kernel can describe the
jump behavior for interior and exterior domains, respectively. The
exact solution for a single inclusion was also rederived by using
the present formulation. Several examples investigated by Steif
�2�, Budiansky and Carrier �3�, Goree and Wilson �6�, Honein et
al. �1�, Wu �8�, Chao and Young �9�, and Gong �10� were revis-
ited, respectively. Good agreements were made after comparing
with the previous results. Regardless of the number, size, and the
position of circular inclusions and cavities, the proposed method
can offer good results. Moreover, our method presented here can
be applied to Laplace problems with circular boundaries, e.g.,

rs for various distances between two holes

centers on the x axis and „b… average
rro
th

acing
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lectrostatic and magnetic problems. Besides, extensions to Helm-
oltz and biharmonic operators as well as 3D problems are
traightforward.
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ppendix A: Calculation for the Forcing Term {a}
According to Eqs. �2� and �3�, the displacement and traction

elds in the infinite medium due to the remote shear �zx
� and �zy

� in
ig. 1�d� are

w� =
�zx

�

x +
�zy

�

y , �A1�

Fig. 7 „a… Two circular inclusions with centers on t
the boundary of radius r1 for two equal-sized inclu
around the boundary of radius r1 for two equal-sized
ing inclusion on the stresses around the boundary
size of neighboring inclusion on the stresses aroun
�0 �0

ournal of Applied Mechanics
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t� =
�w�

�n
= − 
�zx

�

�0
nx +

�zy
�

�0
ny� , �A2�

where the unit outward normal vector on the boundary is n
= �nx ,ny�. By comparing Eq. �19� with the first low of Eq. �35�, we
have

a� = �TM�w�� − �UM�t�� . �A3�

For the circular boundary which the original system is located, the
boundary conditions due to the remote shear are

w1
� =

�zx
�

�0
r1 cos �1 +

�zy
�

�0
r1 sin �1, �A4�

t1
� = − 
�zx

�

�0
cos �1 +

�zy
�

�0
sin �1� . �A5�

Considering the boundary condition, due to the remote shear, on
the kth circular boundary with respect to the observer system, we

axis, „b… effects of spacing on the stresses around
ns „L=20…, „c… effects of spacing on the stresses
clusions „L=40…, „d… effects of the size of neighbor-
adius r1 with d=0.1r1 „L=80…, and „e… effects of the
e boundary of radius r1 with d=0.1r1 „L=100…
he x
sio
in

of r
have
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wk
� =

�zx
�

�0
�ex + rk cos �k� +

�zy
�

�0
�ey + rk sin �k� , �A6�

tk
� = − 
�zx

�

�0
cos �k +

�zy
�

�0
sin �k� , �A7�

here ex and ey, respectively, denote the eccentric distance of kth
nclusion in the x and y direction. By comparing Eq. �A5� with
q. �A7�, we find that t� can be described in any observer system
ithout any change, where �k denotes the polar angle in the adap-

ive observer coordinate system.

ppendix B: Derivation of the Exact Solution for a
ingle Inclusion
We derive the exact solution for antiplane problem with a single

nclusion under the remote shear using the present formulation.
he infinite medium under the shear stress �zx

� =0 and �zy
� =� at

nfinity is considered. The Fourier coefficients in Eq. �24� can be
ritten as

w�� =�
0

0

�r1

�0

]

0

0

�
�2L+1��1

, t�� =�
0

0

−
�

�0

]

0

0

�
�2L+1��1

, �B1�

here r1 is the radius of the single inclusion. By substituting the

Fig. 7 „
ppropriate degenerate kernels in Eqs. �12� and �13� into Eqs. �19�

82 / Vol. 74, MAY 2007
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and �20� and employing the continuity of displacement and equi-
librium of traction along the interface in Eqs. �32� and �33�, the
unknown boundary data in Eqs. �23� and �25� can be obtained
using the symbolic software MATHEMATICA as shown below

wM� =�
0

0

2�r1

�0 + �1

]

0

0

�
�2L+1��1

, tM� =�
0

0

− 2��1

�0��0 + �1�
]

0

0

�
�2L+1��1

,

�B2�

wI� =�
0

0

2�r1

�0 + �1

]

0

0

�
�2L+1��1

, tI� =�
0

0

2�

�0 + �1

]

0

0

�
�2L+1��1

.

�B3�

After substituting Eqs. �B1� and �B2� into the boundary integral
equation for the domain point in Eq. �6�, we obtain the total stress

tinued….
Con
fields in the matrix
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Fig. 8 „a… Two circular inclusions with centers on the y axis, „b… stresses around the circular boundary of
radius r1, „c… convergence test of the two-inclusions problem, „d… radial stress in the matrix near the boundary,
and „e… tangential stress in the matrix near the boundary
ournal of Applied Mechanics MAY 2007, Vol. 74 / 483
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Fig. 9 „a… Two circular inclusions embedded in a matrix under the remote antiplane shear in two directions, „b…
stress distributions along the x axis when d=0.1, „c… stress distributions along the x axis when d=0.4, „d…
stress distributions along the x axis when d=1.0, „e… normal stress distributions along the contour „1.001,�…, „f…
tangential stress distributions along the contour „1.001,�…, „g… variations of stresses at the point „1.001,0 deg…,
and „h… stress distributions along the x axis when the two inclusions touch each other
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Fig. 10 „a… One hole surrounded by two circular inclusions, „b… tangential stress distribution along the hole
boundary with �=0 deg, „c… tangential stress distribution along the hole boundary with �=90 deg, „d… stress
concentration as a function of the spacing d /r1 with �=0 deg, and „e… stress concentration as a function of the
spacing d /r with �=90 deg
1
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�zx
M = �0

�wM

�x
+ �zx

� = − 2�

r1
2

�2

�0 − �1

�0 + �1
sin � cos � ,

r1 � � � �, 0 � � � 2� , �B4�

�zy
M = �0

�wM

�y
+ �zy

� = �

r1
2

�2

�0 − �1

�0 + �1
�cos2 � − sin2 �� + �,

r1 � � � �, 0 � � � 2� . �B5�

fter substituting Eq. �B3� into the boundary integral equation for
he domain point in Eq. �6�, we have the total stress fields in the
nclusion

�zx
I = �1

�wI

�x
= 0, 0 � � � r1, 0 � � � 2� , �B6�

�zy
I = �1

�wI

�y
= 2�

�1

�0 + �1
, 0 � � � r1, 0 � � � 2� .

�B7�

inally, the stress components �zr and �z� in Eqs. �38� and �39�

Fig. 11 „a… Three identical inclusions
tangential stress distribution around t
an be superimposed by using �zx and �zy as shown below
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�zr
M = 2�

r1
2

�2

�1

�0 + �1
sin �, r1 � � � �, 0 � � � 2� ,

�B8�

�z�
M = 2�

r1
2

�2

�0

�0 + �1
cos �, r1 � � � �, 0 � � � 2� ,

�B9�

�zr
I = 2�

�1

�0 + �1
sin �, 0 � � � r1, 0 � � � 2� ,

�B10�

�z�
I = 2�

�1

�0 + �1
cos �, 0 � � � r1, 0 � � � 2� .

�B11�

It is obvious to see that the maximum stress concentration occurs
at �=r1 and �=0. The stress concentration factor is reduced due
to the inclusion in comparison with that of cavity ��1=0� as
shown in Eq. �B9�. Besides, it is noted that �zr

M coincides with �zr
I

as required by the traction equilibrium on the interface between

rming an equilateral triangle, and „b…
inclusion located at the origin
fo
he
the matrix and inclusion. The exact solution for a single inclusion
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Downloa
sing the present formulation matches well with the previous one
btained by employing the complex-variable formulation �1�.
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